VENDORS PAID $17,500 AND OVER IN 2013

ACACIA FINANCIAL GROUP, INC.
ADAMS, REHMAN & HEGGAN ASSOC
AIR LIQUIDE INDUSTRIAL U.S. LP
AIR NOVA, INC.
AIR PRODUCTS
ALFA LAVAL ASHBROOK SIMN-HRTLY
ALL INDUSTRIAL SAFETY PRODUCTS
ALLIED BARTON SECURITY SRV, LLC
ANALYTICAL LABORATORY SVC
AQUATIC SCIENCES CONSULTING
ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES
ARAMSCO, INC
ASGCO
ATLANTIC CITY ELECTRIC
ATLANTIC CO. UTILITIES AUTH.
ATLAS COPCO COMPRESSORS LLC
AUTO & TRUCK PARTS OF DEPTFORD
BARRY C. ARNOLD
BIRDSALL SERVICES GROUP
BOWMAN & COMPANY
BUCKMAN'S INC
BURRIS CONSTRUCTION CO, LLC
C & T ASSOCIATES, INC.
CAMDEN COUNTY
CAMDEN COUNTY COLLEGE
CAMDEN COUNTY INSURANCE
CAMDEN COUNTY INSURANCE COMM
CAMDEN SOLAR CENTER, LLC
CAMDEN, CITY OF
CASH CYCLE SOLUTIONS, INC
CDM SMITH INC.
CENTERPOINT ASSOC. INC.
CENTRAL JERSEY SUPPLY CO.
CLOVER IPM LANDSCAPING
CLYDE N. LATTIMER & SON CONST.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS SERVICES
D&B/GUARINO ENGINEERS, LLC
DELAWARE ESTUARY TMDL COALITIO
EASTERN LIFT TRUCK CO., INC.
EDWARD KURTH & SON, INC.
EDWIN ELLIOT & CO., INC.
EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT
ENFOTECH & CONSULTING INC.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOLUTIONS INC.
EPIC A SYNAGRO COMPANY
FAIRLITE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
FISHER SCIENTIFIC
G.P. JAGER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
GAYLE CORPORATION (924,3722)
GENERAL CARBON CORPORATION
GLOUCESTER COUNTY UTILITIES
GREELEY & HANSEN ENGINEERING
HAWKINS DELAFIELD & WOOD, LLP
HEART OF CAMDEN
HENKELS & MCCOY
HESS CORPORATION
HOOVER TRUCK CENTERS INC.
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INDCO, INC
J. FLETCHER CREAMER & SON, INC.
J. T. SEELEY AND COMPANY, INC.
JWC ENVIRONMENTAL
KELSO SOLUTIONS
KILCOYNE EQUIPMENT SERVICE
KOMLINE-SANDERSON ENG. CORP.
KUPPER, LLC
LAWSON PRODUCTS
LONGO ELECTRICAL-MECHANICAL
MAJEK FIRE PROTECTION INC.
MAJESTIC OIL COMPANY
MERCHANTVILLE-PENNSAUKEN WATER
METRA INDUSTRIES
MID ATLANTIC PUMP & EQUIPMENT
MONTANA CONSTRUCTION
MOTION INDUSTRIES INC.
MOUNT CONSTRUCTION, INC.
MOYNO, INC. (789)
N. J. MOTOR VEHICLE COMMISSION
NEW JERSEY ENVIRONMENTAL INFRA
NEW WORLD SYSTEMS CORP.
NICHEM
NJ - AMERICAN WATER CO.
OFFICE BASICS, INC.
P & A CONSTRUCTION, INC.
PAULUS/SOKOLOWSKI & SARTOR, LLC
PIONEER PIPE CONTRACTORS, INC.
PKF MARK III INC.
PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS
R. SCHEINERT & SONS, INC
RICOH USA, INC.
RJM CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC
RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIV. OF NJ
SCALES AIR COMPRESSOR CORP.
SHERWOOD-LOGAN & ASSOC., INC.
SIEMENS INDUSTRY INC.
SOLID WASTE SERVICES INC.
SPECTRASERV, INC.
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
STATEWIDE FIRE RESTORATION INC
SUNAIR
T & M ASSOCIATES
TD BANK-CORPORATE TRUST
TDI (3835)
THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON
THESING POWER SWEEPING, INC.
TREASURER ST. OF NEW JERSEY
U.S. DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR
UFCW TRI-STATE HEALTH/WELFARE
UNDERGROUND UTILITIES CORP.
UNITED TRUCKING, INC.
UNIVAR USA, INC
USALCO, LLC.
USPS BUSINESS MALL ENTRY
VERIZON WIRELESS-MOBILE
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W.W. GRAINGER
WE CARE ORGANICS, LLC
WEIR & PARTNERS LLP
WEST JERSEY AIR COND & HEATING
WPCS
WPCS INTERNATIONAL-TRENTON INC
XYLEM WATER SOLUTIONS USA, INC

*** END OF REPORT ***